How can I make sure my PDF will work with your site?

PLEASE DO NOT USE THE MAC/APPLE PDF CREATION TOOL as it will NOT flatten your PDF properly.

If making a PDF using MS Word:
Please use MS Word 2007+:
Choose the Save AsPDF or XPS option or PDF option when saving NOT Adobe PDF:

If not using Word to create your document or alternatively you can use a third-party PDF creator. We recommend CutePDF: http://www.cutepdf.com/Products/CutePDF/writer.asp which installs a printer on your system:

Simply choose to PRINT your document and choose Cute PDF instead of your normal printer
Remember to change your settings by clicking on the Printer Properties and choosing advanced and then the below option:

Another alternative is to use Adobe Acrobat Pro or the PDF creation tool in your word processing software.

PLEASE DO NOT USE THE MAC/APPLE PDF CREATION TOOL as it will NOT flatten your PDF properly.